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The permanent entire mission map, for a JV or deputy cooperative, focused on resistance, infantry and guerrilla tactics. Features: Play in SP, MP and persistent open SERVER MP. Blufor vs. Greenfor vs. Redfor with dynamic battles, let Blufor and Redfor fight and hit them while they are busy, do not attract too much
attention or aggressiveness against the SDK will increase, causing heavy reactions. Be kind to your wounded, not; If healed they might think to join you! Available in Altis and Tanoa versions. AI Enemy Commander who reacts to your movements and manages your resources. Around 18 possible Sidemissions:
Assasination, Logistics, Asset destruction, POWS rescue, Conquer missions with wide variety for each type. The possibility of covert operations like the Resistance soldier can do. Persistent Stat Save the system: You won't lose the game or the progress server when you upgrade the game. Improved AI Squadmate
control. AI friendly matches and the enemy can drag/carry and heal wounded soldiers without working with ace3 mod. AI garrisons that use static weapons that you add. Forests are destroyed as long as war develops. Up to 3 Unfinished Customers are supported. Integrated fashions: TFAR, ACRE, RHS: AFRF, USAF
and GREF, FFAA, ACE or to preserve unique AI features that will be disabled with the medical system ACE: ACE is not medical. None of them is mandatory. As you set up there are 2 islands in the same repository, so you should: Download the Github repository Go to /templates/ catalog and copy A3-AATemplate.Altis
in the new folder Copy everything, from A3-Antistasi in A3-AATemplate.Altis folder Go to /templates/ inside the folder A3-AATemplate.Altis and deleted other templates there then compose a mission using pbomanager to replace Altis with Tanoa for the Tanoa version. Or Google Arma 3 to get a PBO workshop and use
a workshop version of ;) Notable questions: THE NATO's PVP option is still WiP, but certainly in the playoffs. Among other things, to improve, NATO Taxi Heli (Radio 0-8) uses the BIS vanilla module and lack of some of the functionality Antistasi needs. If you have a problem, log in/logo. Tanoa is a pain in ♥♥♥ driving AI
on the roads. They have built many small tracks that AI uses poorly because of the dense jungles that surround them. Possible WiP solutions. The balancing of missions is still being studied. Some features have not been much tested. That's why you're here :) The mission is on beta stage. Links Please appreciate the
mission if you like the concept. The more players we have, the better the mission we will have thanks to comments, suggestions and error reports. Multiplayer official servers have been moving a lot lately. Come to the official website to get information up to date. Teamspeak/TFAR is mandatory on official servers I don't
even know why I've never heard of this mod/mission before. I've been playing on the official Tanoa server for the last three days, and oh my god, it's not pretty. Ecosystem of life, exciting gameplay (thanks to a bunch of mods), the feeling of playing the game feeling like an actual team, it's all mind blowing. For the first
time in any game I really took care of staying alive and taking care of my equipment (yes, Day' is included in this list). Because you have so little at the beginning, even binoculars or helmet you clear from a dead enemy so important that I do everything to get back to headquarters alive. The sense of accomplishment
when you collect enough equipment to unlock something is helpful. Also, the fact that this multi-session is capable makes me feel not like an avatar will soon be removed, but as an actual part of life, the breath of the world. Also, I don't know how these guys manage to make the npcs act the way they operate, but they did
a good job. If you shoot in the middle of the jungle and enemies hear it, you can expect to see a squad of enemies there soon by exploring the source of the sound. The way they take revenge to recapture the captured position increases the intensity because you either have to defend this place, which is very difficult to
do with very simple equipment; Or you rob everything you can and get the hell out of there before the enemies arrive. The ability to go undercover and walk among your enemies feel so exciting it takes exploration to a whole new level. Mission design is also very well thought out. Propaganda missions, killings,
undercover materials, rescuing refugees or just going on a hit-run running with your teammates never gets boring. You can never know what to expect, this uncertainty makes me feel pressured as if I'm a real guerrilla fighter. I don't know why this mod played so little. I don't know if their advertising strategy was flawed or
what, but, I wish I'd known about this gem before. Just wanted to share my excitement with you guys. I wish I could see you around, too. Take care and stay safe. Page 2 73 Comments Can't Move Underlying Assets? The Donation section has been updated to include our Merch Store deletevehicle cursortarget; Is there
a way for administrators to destroy bins? like a sandbag/specific ones with a team? Could be? I am back? Welcome back Lesson begins at 10mins Saturday event live Wednesday event live Barbolan! It's good to see you back yes sir! Hello! I hope you're all okay!!! Dear Rebels, the development team has published a
new release of community version 1.4. Please find a new release here: The link of Mission on the server has been changed to 1.4 Greenfor RHS on Altis. You can find the mod here: the link Mission on the server has been changed to 1.9 RHS on Altis. You can find mods here: the link server is back up and running.
Follow the official anti-status dissonances for further updates on the server's status. Server is not working now Tonight game our new server. Come jump on TS to join the fun. Hello everyone, just wondering, is there any more development going into this? Or it was terminated. At the beginning of the mission he should
ask you: Download the last save?. Just pick no and it will restart. Restart. You are in a multiplayer, then you may need to check the settings there is any way to restart the game antistasi? The server doesn't work, backending problem. The event starts soon. Today's event ended thanks to people who came to play Today
event live to join the fun I can not connect because some files RHSGREF are not signed. I just imported your fashion profile. Opened more slots for players on the server. So those in line can jump. Shouting at the full server. Today's tactful lesson begins now We are back on Tanoa! Today's event is live, join the fun
server was switched to Altis-Greenfor. Tanoa was missed due to technical difficulties. Enjoy! Operation: Red River Finished Operation: Red River, starting now altis campaign is completed. The server now runs ww2 chernarus. Armahost has updated our system and so Teamspeak has been transferred to a new IP.
Please find our teamspeak by: link Server received the latest update Arma 3 and is available again for the game. If you want to play on the server before the update, you can use the beta code Arma3Legacy190 to back up the Arma version of the server currently running the outdated version of Arma 3. The update is
underway, although there is currently no ETA. Please be right, we know about the problem. The server is now on Tanoa ww2 completed - back to blufor altis Today's event begins now to join the server to take part in the fun. The new Arma 3 DLC is in store for Cold War Germany. The server is up and running again. Pop
and join the fun server down until further notice EVENT TEAM NEEDS YOU!!! The Event team opens to find new members. If you have interest or passion in shaping the battle of resistance, running Russian pigs and American dogs from your Altis/Tanoa, then post yourself server back-up New vote for the next card on
#trial-membes on the controversy, it appears only team members and administrators had access to the previous channel. The server is temporarily disabled for maitenance Vote for the next server mission on #community to controversy now. It's between Bluefort Altis and Cernarus of World War II. the event ended How
does everyone do ^_^? The server fine server is still down and stuck on Creation There is an art competition underway until the 30th look at the announcement channel on the official discord to get more server information down for today's mod update of the lesson begins, if you join us today for a lesson, please sign up
for the event ended Today's event started today the event ended today's event is now incoming server updates events over the official server was changed to the official server. server numbers are jumping again, a good session on all sides. Unprepared customers are now on the US 1 server. Provided as part of our
partnership with armahosts.com. Medical ended Medical lesson begins early. Right now, really. Hey guys, we just got the airport trying to protect it at all Happy new year. The server will go down at 11am est Event 30mins The server will be out of running during the day. Because of the problems that are our out of our
reach. Consultation. Some fashion must make updates before the server is available Greetings! Is today's event private? Is there an old FIA regime (supported by NATO) Vs AAF (supported by CSAT)? How to increase the level of difficulty, so that enemy tanks appear on Friday around 5pm GMT the server will be down
for some maintenance. Sad to hear. Just saw some FFI outfits in steamworkshops, so I got excited at the idea of the French antistasi resistance thing hehe, but glad to see more otw themes! SWOP really in some crap from what I heard SWOP in some crap for stealing models are awesome scripts, thanks! SWOP and
Unsung are in the work of Armaria Krajowa template was a great pleasure, great work on it. Any future theme templates planned? (Italian or French resistance, Cold War, etc.) link to disagreements suggest working right now the Discord Link invitation has expired. Also, please give him some heart to see these
descriptions of events... they look so dead the events are back! Fantastic. I hope to join you in the coming weeks. at what time the event start PAC please here I thought antistasi came back :( Oh. Check it out as soon as possible Hello! An invitation to the event was sent out to all 8k registered users ... I suggest removing



the event and creating it again or it takes ages to download the entire list. definitely going to look at it but anyone who's just a new fan of anti stasi say hello. Great mod guys. sorry, I meant Guilded'dot'gg, enjin automatically changed it to a link. I know im new and I know a lot, but the link makes a good minimalist guild
website with a discord of intergration if I can add as a suggestion. Venom I would recommend adding an art section so the community can add screenshots and artistic stuff. Like what we got into contention Well, I appreciate and thank you for stef's honesty. I put the gaps between the dots because if not it just took a
dead end link to the site. I only did what I could in the face of the website without directing others to the server address. In fact I think it's time to transfer the admin rights I deleted the address beacause it does not work, (ofc I knew about the spaces between the points) and I added the right to delete your own post for
Members Venom, if you want to help with the enjin website I played with it some time ago share the screen discord? background of the homepage, but I think we need a picture from Dusty? plus what, do you guys want to change the site? im going to make some changes in the end, but it will take time well as it stands,
the disagreement way easier to change then the website, them do disagreements first, tbe website requires knowledge of HTML in some bits, and mor important then disagreements, so ID, and wait a little to learn and do it right, seems to be working now, thanks Venom! and Stone, I was a member of also the right to
delete the posts, so I can not know who it was. Excuse me. all in time we we we looking it up as soon as possible. Also, the scream box has the wrong resolution. Im sure I shouldn't have the right to delete the screams. Agreed by JMcStone, I thought the website was a major comms to the community. Therefore, you
should take priority over Discord. Besides the website is fixed I also think it is unethical to erase the IP address server I posted here in shoutbox. Disagreements do not break and do not need to be corrected or improved. Fix the Venom website. That was a priority. give me the right address and I'll make you can at least
fix the TS and server information on this site before you go? Im doing the same as dusty tho, Imma left for the following months, atleast until after they're done with exams, if someone needs help with the website msg me on a couple as im not paying much attention to the differences. not dead, but I think come back don't
worry, we're just moving things around and the website isn't updated yet, isn't the information server dead and HT isn't working on this anti-Stasi dead site? US 1 is temporarily disconnected due to file transfer to a more powerful server. We let you know as soon as the new one is up. US down 13 players online welcome
to join. It would be nice to have TeamSpeak op updated. Thank you! Hey dude hey guys I didn't invite? so meeting soon? back on the track server is now Down.. Will. Watch this space...... or maybe a forum event, yes, forum events is the best place to watch. So are any events going up? Members meet going down right
now someone to make Star Wars antistasi c; Cheers Stef, looks good Supporters and members of the list of pages has improved, take a look you don't have to worry about that Papawolf when I was an active member we discussed new features/things that need to be changed. Meanwhile I've been hiding a lot about new
features. What about this member meeting future Antistasi ? im a little concerned lol oh shi, stefs back I increased the forum a bit: new (perhaps better) formatting options, and registered users can add Weird labels that it doesn't display, probalby it's not compatible with the enjin module... I'll investigate further. So, how
many servers are running? Hey Wurm it's running someone can check if that's ok? The server went back to the old modset yes, why doesn't it show? Steph!!!!!!!!!! This is the same I see in TSbox 50-252-20-134:9990 you can fix the address OF THE RIGHT on this site address posted below Hello Dear Partisans! I see an
outdated news post and an empty server slot: tell me if I can help with a website at least what happens on the server? I'm not an administrator on the website, but here's the new TS adress (link), maybe counterattack, what is c/attacks?? No c/attacks ((((there is a big problem with attacks: in the water and endless caviar
I hate the timer for a quick journey ... seconds to get from one side to the other... Ffs. Barbolany, you're damn good! very good update - 1.3.4 !!! tries it Dear all. There is an update with the main bugfixes in github. Have fun! (Link) bad to be in a little hi guys! How often and when You play Antistasi?.. It seems the official
ICA does not have many visits. Could you share the Discrod link? Anyway, feel free PM/poke if you want to play Hello! I returned the Current Mission Card : Altis sorry swoop thought shoutbox was for 18 my bad man in any way can I delete it? Please don't swear in the screambox. Also, please start the forum thread for
this question because shoutbox isn't big enough for a full answer. setting up a server to fuck around about what different game modes are listed in the description.ext EX (1,2,3,4) more defining everything I need? so I have all the fashions for the newest version and the server kicks me up because I apparently don't have
Tfar installed or it's mod just thanks to Mocksy! discord doesn't work I gues? @Bedo through the guys single player scenario, if I want to play Singleplayer, do I run a scripted mission form or download it to a local host? @Mocksybren I sent a new invite you inbox here Can I get a fresh discord link to the official Antistasi
Discord? Who I need to contact when I want to help orginize events. We have good news all! The ON server is up and running! Example: Garage works the way it works! As for unlocking: When you start a mission, check the options (on the role selection screen). One option is how much it takes to unlock the weapon.
The default is 25. @joaocarlos520 if you asked mods on the official U.S. 1 server, I'm sending them to you inbox Can I talk to mod, as on steam or chatting I realli need helo instaling mod prvious MSG , to the box it opens it endlessly m, but in the mine doesen doen do not show how many I've colecter 15 guns the same,
but nothing Thx @swoop it works in cities hard, but the outposts are working, I have another question that I saw in the video that if you put no weapons in the @joaocarlos. You need a drone. Also note, down and dying enemies are still considered the presence of the enemy. Make sure they are dead or captured. I got it
running thanks for the help. on my prev msg, can't I just edit some files to delete this? as it becomes almost impossible to maintain the outpost guys, I can not recruit garrisons because they say there are enemies nearby even in my own headquarters I'm tired of walking arround looking for them @slice107 I sent you a
mailbox modlist. hope you get in the game Is there an updated list of mods that I don't know about? I get the bug about missing addons when I enter the server and it's a kick back in the lobby. why fuck where you guys even argue, so someone said that the community is dead, its obviously not, nothings is really dead
until it's forgotten. If he says he's dead, then that's their opinion anyway, if he thinks he's dead, then that's fine. When we switch to something :D DD it was worth it :/ why tanoa i dosent there dLC :( You guys got put in your place by none other than Sam WB Sam, for a long time not to see! By the way, I still blow up all the
planes when attacking airfields Get well soon BobC And as a long player for a decent time, I would be glad You're right, it's kind of childish on my part. Didn't expect him to react though, he might ask why I had this opinion and not - Hey Sam as I do mate. just stop it not having fun and not worth eavesdropping people if
you have the pleasure of doing such things thhere other websites to do such things, its pretty childish and annoying, so stop. For new upcoming administrators to stop playing catch with such players, catch this ball and say enough, simple, you have the power to stop the escalation of problems and problems. Now to a
certain player with issues related to Poking Bear with a stick to go there is this banter yet where Jeez you guys have common sense and bugga off somewhere else with this chatter, its all from putting away to seeing community members and occasional play tennis who can communicate more crap you win the Butthurt
Stone Medal, I'm guessing the effort of the micromanaging online community has taken it to the mental state of your mental state. Seeking attention through negativity. Speculation innuendo. You're acting like a clown. Hope you don't stay too late thinking about some new laughs. Because juggling the act kinda sucks. A
clown needs a new act or something. Like I said. Clowns are only good for one thing, ha haha. ? By the way, you guys are pretty damn funny. I can't believe you guys are really so angry about one simple statement, it's not like protecting your child from a rapist. Calm down soy buoy. And yes, I've played on the server
before. Before leaving Steff, a great community manager. Stone, not so much. Hahahaha, JMcStone, you are a very sad guy, but I'm just going to guess you have problems at home since you get so butthurt. guess the fact that you made a new account only to say that the antistasi is dead to try to provoke us, means that
you played on our server before and sucked real hard and I'm sure you left because you can not cope with the mission mission antistasi arma 3 guide. antistasi arma 3 wiki. antistasi arma 3 servers. antistasi arma 3 single player. antistasi arma 3 how to capture town. antistasi arma 3 commands. antistasi arma 3 mods.
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